Project Manager
About the role
Global Traceability (GTS) is looking to hire a project manager who excels in customer relationships,
to complement our team of remote-working colleagues working across Europe, North America and
Asia.

A little bit about us
Founded in 2010, we have a vision of delivering smarter sustainable supply chains. We have over
fifteen years of experience in implementing industry networks and traceability solutions. Our online
application RADIX Tree, has been specifically developed for connecting and sharing data with the
supply chain. Our tools give visibility over the raw materials that make up products and enable
efficient due diligence to comply with regulation, such as the EUTR (EU Timber Regulation).

What will you be doing
You will work closely with the GTS management team to develop and execute our service and
products in accordance with GTS policies, procedures, methodologies, regulatory requirements and
standards.
Using your judgement to clarify, classify and identify project requirements and establish any gap
analysis against GTS service or product.
You will provide input, assistance, and experience in the delivery of all projects. This will include
communicating and discussing findings, progress, issues and risks with both internal and external
sponsors including any follow-up activities.
You will be interacting with staff at all levels as well as acting on behalf of our clients to ensure the
necessary information and qualification has been obtained, documented, confirmed and delivered.
You will be monitoring project progress (against timelines and goals) and manage to completion,
escalating if or when required in a timely manner.
You will work closely with clients to support the implementation of product and service using GTS
approved applications and processes.
You will conduct research, remain actively informed on news and development in our areas of
expertise, perform internal/external training and occasionally be assigned special projects to
complete

What you will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualification(s) at a university level
Fluent language proficiency in English. Other language skills are a bonus.
Strong analytical skills
Strong and proactive communication and time management skills
Project and product management experience are a bonus
Proven record working remotely is an advantage

What we are looking for:
We are a community of forward-thinking people, an agile bunch, and we seek other open minded,
flexible people to join our team. We want you to have autonomy and ownership for the work you
do.
Qualifications, experiences and personality are more important to us than your actual work location,
which could be in Europe, North America or Asia with preference.
We want to see a passion for traceability & sustainability and how that can have a substantial impact
on the world in which we live to improve sustainable world resources for future generations.
GTS delivers a compelling product and services model to enable smarter sustainable supply chains
and provide governance frameworks to validate supply standards, so a professional alignment and
similar drive would fit within our culture.

Benefits we offer
You will be encouraged and supported by our management team to provide the best customer
experience possible.
We empower our people to deliver their work that support the company's global statements.
You will enjoy comprehensive and flexible remote working options.
You will work in a team of motivated people sharing the same ambition to support sustainability

